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Attempting to avoid false memories in
the Deese /Roediger–McDermott paradigm:
Assessing the combined influence of practice
and warnings in young and old adults
JASON M. WATSON, KATHLEEN B. M CDERMOTT, and DAVID A. BALOTA
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri
On each of five study–test trials, young and old adults attempted to memorize the same list of 60
words (e.g., bed, rest, awake), which were blocked according to their convergence on four corresponding associates. Half of the participants in each age group were given an explicit warning about
the DRM paradigm prior to encoding and were asked to attempt to avoid recalling any associated but
nonpresented words (e.g., sleep). Lists were presented auditorily at either a fast (1,250 msec/word) or
a slow (2,500 msec/word) rate. Without a warning, the probability of veridical recall across trials increased for both age groups; however, the probability of false recall across trials decreased only for
young adults. When a warning about false recall was provided, young adults virtually eliminated false
recall by the second trial. Even though old adults also used warnings to reduce false recall on Trial 1,
they were still unable to decrease false memories across the remaining four study–test trials. Old adults
also reduced false recall more with slow than with fast presentation rates. Taken together, these findings suggest that old adults have a breakdown in spontaneous, self-initiated source monitoring as reflected by little change in false recall across study–test trials but a preservedability to use experimenterprovided warnings or slow presentation rates to reduce false memories.

False memory paradigms can offer leverage on understanding the breakdowns in episodic memory that occur
with healthy aging (see Balota, Cortese, et al., 1999; Budson, Daffner, Desikan, & Schacter, 2000; Kensinger &
Schacter, 1999; Norman & Schacter, 1997; Tun, Wingfield,
Rosen, & Blanchard, 1998; Watson, Balota, & SergentMarshall, 2001). In general, studies have demonstrated
that relative to young adults, healthy old adults have impaired veridical memory (i.e., memory for information that
has been presented) but equivalent or enhanced false memory (i.e., memory for information that has not been presented). For example, in the Deese–Roediger–McDermott
(DRM) false memory paradigm, participants might be presented with the following words, all of which are related to
the nonpresented critical word sleep: bed, rest, awake,
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tired, dream, wake, snooze, blanket, doze, slumber, snore,
nap, peace, yawn, drowsy (see Deese, 1959; Roediger &
McDermott, 1995). As suggested by Balota, Cortese, et al.
(1999), avoiding a false memory for a critical word requires
one to differentiate between highly activated but nonpresented critical words and studied words. Hence, age-related
increases in false memories may be due to a breakdown in
control systems that differentiate the activation of critical
words in internal, associative networks from the actual
presentation of words at encoding (see Balota, Dolan, &
Duchek, 2000; Benjamin, 2001; Hasher & Zacks, 1988;
Hicks & Marsh, 1999; Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay,
1993; Roediger, Balota, & Watson, 2001). In agreement
with this idea, Sommers and Huff (2003) have recently
shown that people’s susceptibility to interference effects in
the Stroop task correlates with their susceptibility to false
memory effects.
Can Old Adults Use Practice to Attenuate
False Memories in the DRM Paradigm?
Although several studies have demonstrated age-related
increases in false memories, relatively few studies have explored the extent to which old adults can adopt strategies to
attenuate the likelihood of these memory errors. Using a
procedure developed by McDermott (1996) in which participants are given multiple study–test trials to learn associative materials, Kensinger and Schacter (1999) found
that veridical recall and recognition increased across trials
for both age groups, whereas false recall and recognition
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decreased across trials in young but not old adults (also see
Budson et al., 2000). Age differences in the ability to reduce false memories via repeated study–test trials are consistent with an activation-monitoring framework of false
memories recently proposed by McDermott and Watson
(2001) and Roediger, Watson, McDermott, and Gallo
(2001). Unlike young adults, old adults may experience a
breakdown in source monitoring in that they fail to discriminate between activation that arises from study episodes and
test trials. As such, old adults may use prior recall or recognition performance as an opportunityto encode previously
remembered critical words that have not actually been presented.
Can Old Adults Use Warnings to Reduce False
Memories in the DRM Paradigm?
In addition to benefiting from practice with the materials,
young adults can also take advantage of explicit warning
instructions given prior to encoding to reduce false memories in the DRM paradigm (see Gallo, Roberts, & Seamon,
1997; Gallo, Roediger, & McDermott, 2001; McDermott &
Roediger, 1998; Neuschatz, Benoit, & Payne, 2003). Warnings inform participants that false memories are being
elicited in the DRM paradigm via presentation of associates of a single nonpresented critical word. As suggested by
Gallo et al. (1997), warning instructions at encoding may
encourage participants to tag missing critical words as “not
presented” during study, thereby minimizing the likelihood
of false memories. Consistent with this idea, Neuschatz,
Payne, Lampinen, and Toglia (2001) found that providing
monitoring instructions at retrieval did not reduce false
memories in young adults (also see Gallo et al., 2001). Although warning manipulationshave been well investigated
in young adults, only one published study has directly compared the effectiveness of warnings for reducing false memories across age groups. Specifically, McCabe and Smith
(2002) recently found that old adults used warnings at encoding to reduce false recognition in the DRM paradigm.
Comparing Warning and Practice
Manipulations in the DRM Paradigm
Collectively, the results of the aging and false memory
studies reviewed above suggest an important distinctionmay
exist between the strategic controlled processes emerging
from experimenter-provided instructional manipulations—
which old adults are able to use effectively—and those selfinitiated controlled processes that can be employed under
multiple study–test trials—which old adults appear not to
be able to use. We speculate a bit about this distinction
below but first point out that the strongest evidence for such
a claim would emerge from a single study in which both
findings were obtained (and not from cross-study comparisons). The present study was designed in part with this
goal in mind.
If we were to indeed observe the predicted pattern (i.e.,
that old adults can take advantage of a warning but not
multiple study–test trials to reduce false memories), it
would suggest that old adults may be less likely than young

adults to spontaneously engage in the monitoring needed
to discriminate between what has been presented and what
is strongly associated but not itself presented. That is, the
ability to use practice to reduce false memories in the
DRM paradigm may require self-initiated source monitoring. In contrast, old adults may be able to reduce false
memories when the monitoring strategies are experimenter provided, as is the case with warnings. The predicted dissociation of warning and practice manipulations
for old adults in the DRM paradigm is consistent with a
contextual/environmentalsupport framework of age-related
memory decline. Specifically, Craik (1986) argued that age
differences in episodic memory would be largest in tasks
that demand self-initiated retrieval processes, whereas age
differences would be minimized in tasks that provide retrieval support for old adults. Hence, the idea is that warnings may provide old adults with better contextual support
than repeated study–test trials to help guide memory processing and to avoid false memories in the DRM paradigm.
Overview of the Present Study
To reiterate, the primary question posed by the present
study was whether old adults would benefit from a warning but not multiple study–test trials when attempting to
reduce false recall. This manipulation also allowed us to
address whether the previous finding that old adults can benefit from an instructional warning prior to encoding would
generalize from recognition (as found by McCabe & Smith,
2002) to recall (as used in the present study). In addition,we
examined whether young or old adults can better attenuate false recall when warnings and repeated study–test trials
are combined in a single experiment. That is, will reductions
observed in false recall across multiple study–test trials
be magnified if a warning instruction is provided? To our
knowledge, there has not been any evidence in the available literature of either young or old adults eliminating the
robust false memories elicited by the DRM paradigm. However, young adults may use experimenter-provided warnings in conjunction with spontaneous, self-initiated source
monitoring to greatly reduce or even eliminate false recall
within the first few study–test trials. In contrast, although
old adults may initially use detailed warnings at encoding
as effectively as young adults, age differences may appear
across trials to the extent that old adults are more likely
than young adults to confuse their own recall performance
with study episodes due to age-related breakdowns in selfinitiated source monitoring.
A final variable manipulated was presentation rate. We
used two relatively slow presentation rates (1.25 and
2.5 sec/word), primarily to determine whether old adults
would show different patterns of results as a function of the
two rates. Young adults have been shown to attenuate false
recall as rates are slowed, at least in the range of rates used
in the present study (Gallo & Roediger, 2002; McDermott
& Watson, 2001). Will old adults be able to enhance monitoring strategies when rates are slowed (and thereby reduce
false recall)? The slower rate also allowed us to observe
whether old adults may be able to attenuate false recall
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Table 1
Mean Veridical and False Recall Probabilities as a Function
of Age, Study–Test Trial, Presentation Rate, and Instruction
Study–Test Trial
1

2

3

4

5

M

No Warning
Fast Rate
Young
Veridical
False
Old
Veridical
False
Slow Rate
Young
Veridical
False
Old
Veridical
False

.28
.38

.51
.32

.67
.35

.74
.28

.80
.24

.60
.31

.21
.58

.32
.54

.38
.54

.46
.57

.51
.68

.38
.58

.38
.44

.59
.31

.74
.25

.83
.28

.86
.19

.68
.29

.25
.38

.38
.29

.46
.35

.53
.25

.58
.24

.44
.30

Warning
Fast Rate
Young
Veridical
False
Old
Veridical
False
Slow Rate
Young
Veridical
False
Old
Veridical
False

.28
.29

.49
.08

.64
.11

.70
.07

.75
.10

.57
.13

.21
.36

.36
.39

.46
.33

.52
.38

.56
.35

.42
.36

.39
.25

.62
.06

.78
.08

.85
.08

.89
.03

.71
.10

.24
.14

.37
.22

.49
.15

.56
.17

.62
.15

.46
.17

Note—Old adult false recall in the DRM paradigm decreased with slow
(2,500 msec/word) relative to fast (1,250 msec/word) presentation rates,
whereas young adult false recall was not influenced by this rate manipulation. Mean recall probabilities collapsed across study–test trial are
shown in the far right-hand column.

across multiple study–test trials under the slower rate; this
possibility is entertained in view of findings of age differences in processing speed (Salthouse, 1996). That is, it may
be that when rates are sufficiently slow, old adults are able
to use multiple study–test trials to attenuate false recall
(even in the absence of warnings).
The present study addressed these research questions
by factorially crossing warnings, study–test trials, and presentation rate to investigate veridical and false recall in
both young and old adults.
METHOD
Participants
There were 144 participants tested in this experiment. Seventytwo of these individuals were undergraduates at Washington University, and 72 individuals were old adults recruited from the university community. Young adults either received course credit or were
paid for their participation. All of the old adults were paid for their
participation. The young adult age range was 18 to 27 years (mean
age = 19.2 years), whereas the old adult age range was 51 to 84 years
(mean age = 73.3 years). The old adult education range was comparable to that of typical, college-aged young adults, though in a small
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percentage of cases, the old adults were slightly more educated.
Specifically, 81% of the old adults had completed 12–16 years of
education, 15% had completed 17–21 years of education, and 4%
had an unknown level of education.
Materials
Four 15-word sets of associates were blocked according to their
related critical word (i.e., smell, doctor, window, and sleep, where
smell was the corresponding critical word from the first set of 15 associates, doctor for the next set of 15 associates, etc.). These four
lists and critical words elicit robust levels of false recall (i.e.,  .60)
in normative data collected on young adults (see Stadler, Roediger,
& McDermott, 1999). The 60-word list was digitally recorded in a
male voice, and the same recording was used for all study phases.
Stimuli were presented through headphones worn by participants.
Procedure
For half of the young and old adults, the 60-word list was presented at an approximate rate of 1 word every 2.5 sec. For the remaining half of each age group, the 60-word list was presented at an
approximate rate of 1 word every 1.25 sec. Half of the young and old
adults within each presentation rate were given explicit warning instructions about the DRM paradigm prior to encoding. The remaining
half of the young and old adults within each presentation rate were not
given any warning. The between-subjects factorial crossing of age,
presentation rate, and warning yielded a total of 18 participants per
cell. Study–test trial was manipulated within subjects.
The warning manipulation was modeled after the instructions
used by Gallo et al. (1997) and McDermott and Roediger (1998).
Participants were warned that the forthcoming associative lists were
designed to elicit false memories for particular critical words that
had never been presented. Participants were encouraged to avoid recalling the “trick word” for each of the four sets of 15 words that had
been combined to form the 60-word list. To make this warning more
concrete, participants were given a sample list (i.e., chair; see
Stadler et al., 1999) at the same presentation rate as the forthcoming
study list. Hence, if participants suspected that a critical word had
merely been suggested, it would have always been correct to omit
this word during free recall (see Gallo et al., 2001; McDermott &
Roediger, 1998, for additional discussion of methodological issues
regarding the presence of critical words in DRM experiments that
use warnings). Nonwarned participants were also informed that they
would receive sets of associate lists and also received the sample list
(but chair was not identified as a nonpresented “trick word,” as it
was for warned participants).
Participants were given a recall packet that contained five different response sheets with 60 numbered blanks per sheet. Before each
of five study episodes, warned participants were instructed about the
tendency for DRM lists to elicit recall of “trick words.” All participants were told not to guess during the recall task. Following each
of five study trials, participants were given 5 min to recall as many
words as possible from the immediately previous study episode.

RESULTS
The mean veridical and false recall probabilities are
presented in Table 1 as a function of age, study–test trial,
presentation rate, and instruction. Separate 5 (study–test
trial: 1–5) 3 2 (instruction: warning and no warning) 3 2
(age: young and old) 3 2 (presentation rate: fast and slow)
mixed-factor analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted for veridical and false recall, respectively. Veridical
and false recall probabilitiesare also presented in Figure 1
as a function of age, study–test trial, and instruction (collapsed across presentationrate). Unless otherwise noted, the
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Figure 1. Mean probability of veridical and false recall as a function of age, study–test trial, and instruction. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. An age-related dissociation was observed. Young adults (left panel) used warnings in
conjunction with practice to virtually eliminate false recall, whereas old adults (right panel) used warnings but not practice to
reduce false recall in the DRM paradigm.

criterion for significance was set at .05 for all analyses discussed below.
Veridical Recall
There are three important points to note about the
veridical recall probabilitiespresented in Table 1 and Figure 1. First, as shown in Table 1, the probability of veridical
recall was greater for slow than for fast presentation rates.
Second, veridical recall increased with repeated study–test
trials for young and old adults in both the warning and nowarning conditions (although veridical recall exhibited a
larger increase for young [.33–.82] than for old [.23–.57]
adults across trials). Third, and most importantly, there was
virtually no influence of the warning on veridical recall for
either young or old adults. Specifically, young adult veridical recall increased from .33 to .83 and from .34 to .82 for
Study–Test Trials 1–5 in the no-warning and warning conditions, respectively. Comparable veridical recall probabilities for old adults were .23–.55 and .23–.59 for
Study–Test Trials 1–5 in the no-warning and warning conditions, respectively. Clearly, these patterns of veridical recall indicate that participants were not simply adopting a
conservative criterion in the warning condition to avoid
recalling the nonpresented critical words. If anything, as
shown in Figure 1, old adults elevated their veridical recall
probability across the last few study–test trials when given
a warning prior to encoding, whereas young adult veridical recall was relatively unaffected by the warning instructions across trials. Consistent with the preceding observations, the ANOVA on veridical recall revealed main effects
of study–test trial [F(4,544) = 1,142.41, MSe = 0.004], age
[F(1,136) = 125.18, MSe = 0.068], and presentation rate
[F(1,136) = 15.95, MSe = 0.068]. The two-way interaction
between age and study–test trial was significant [F(4,544) =
48.77, MSe = 0.004], indicatingthat young adults improved
their veridical recall across trials more than old adults did.
The three-way interaction among age, study–test trial, and
warning was also significant [F(4,544) = 2.43, MS e =
0.004], indicating that old adults did not increase their

veridical recall across trials as much in the no-warning as
in the warning condition (whereas this difference did not
occur in young adults). The remaining main effects and interactions in this ANOVA did not approach significance
(all ps > .14).
False Recall of Critical Words
There are four important points to note about the false
recall probabilities presented in Table 1 and Figure 1.
First, young adults reduced false recall of critical words
with multiple study–test trials, but old adults did not.
Specifically, the probability of false recall decreased from
the first to the fifth study–test trial for young adults in
both the no-warning (.41–.22) and warning (.27–.06) conditions, whereas false recall was relatively stable across
trials for old adults in both the no-warning (.48–.46) and
warning (.25–.25) conditions.Second, both young and old
adults reduced, but did not eliminate, false recall when
warnings were provided before the first study trial at encoding (see Study–Test Trial 1, Figure 1). Hence, as predicted,
the results of the present study yielded an age-related dissociation. That is, old adults benefited from warnings but
not practice with the DRM lists when attempting to reduce
false recall (whereas young adults benefited from both
manipulations). Third, as shown in Table 1, old adult false
recall decreased from .47 in the fast presentation condition
to .22 in the slow presentation condition, whereas young
adult false recall was not influenced by this manipulation
(>.21 for both rates). Fourth, even though false memories
were initially reduced on Study–Test Trial 1 in warned old
adults relative to nonwarned old adults, false recall for
warned old adults remained relatively constant across five
study–test trials (>.25). Thus, the warning and practice
manipulationsdid not interact for old adults. In contrast, as
shown in Figure 1, young adults used the warning in conjunction with practice to virtually eliminate false recall by
the second trial (.07).
In agreement with the preceding observations, the
ANOVA on false recall revealed main effects of trial
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[F(4,544) = 7.26, MSe = 0.034], instruction [F(1,136) =
35.46, MSe = 0.169], age [F(1,136) = 21.97, MSe = 0.169],
and presentation rate [F(1,136) = 18.31, MSe = 0.169]. The
two-way interactions between age and study–test trial
[F(4,544) = 5.37, MSe = 0.034] and between age and presentation rate [F(1,136) = 12.32, MSe = 0.169] were both
significant. None of the remaining interactions in this
ANOVA approached significance (all ps > .33), with the
exception of the three-way interaction of age, study–test
trial, and instruction[F(4,544) = 2.11, MSe = 0.034, p < .08].
As shown in Figure 1, young adults appeared to reduce
false recall most effectively with warnings and practice
combined, whereas old adults only appeared to use the
warnings to reduce false recall (without any modulation in
false recall across repeated study–test trials). The statistical
significance of this three-way interaction may have been
compromised somewhat by floor effects in young adult
false recall, which had already been reduced to .07 by the
second trial. To address this possibility, a second ANOVA
was conducted that included only false recall performance
on the first and second study–test trials. As expected, a
qualitativelysimilar pattern of results emerged in this second ANOVA, although the three-way interaction of age,
study–test trial, and instruction was now significant
[F(1,136) = 5.58, MSe = 0.039].
Other Noncritical Word Intrusions
A 5 (study–test trial: 1–5) 3 2 (instruction: warning
and no warning) 3 2 (age: young and old) 3 2 (presentation rate: fast and slow) mixed-factor ANOVA was also
conducted on the raw number of intrusions (not including
recall of critical words). This ANOVA revealed main effects of trial [F(4,544) = 35.53, MSe = 1.29], instruction
[F(1,136) = 3.95, MSe = 6.89], age [F(1,136) = 23.04, MSe =
6.89], and presentation rate [F(1,136) = 9.94, MSe = 6.89].
The raw number of intrusions per test decreased with repeated study–test trials (2.23–0.79 words per person per
list of 60 words). The remaining three main effects were
qualified by the two-way interactions between age and instruction [F(1,136) = 6.68, MSe = 6.89] and between age
and presentation rate [F(1,136) = 4.91, MSe = 6.89]. Old
adults overall decreased their intrusions with warnings
and with slow presentation rates, whereas young adult intrusions were relatively unaffected by these two variables.
None of the remaining interactions in this ANOVA approached significance (all ps > .10).
GENERAL DISCUSSIO N
The present study addressed the extent to which young
and old adults would take advantage of the combined influence of warnings and practice to reduce false recall in
the DRM paradigm. There were three main findings in this
experiment. First, and most importantly, we obtained an
age-related dissociation such that old adults used warnings
but not practice to reduce false recall (Figure 1), whereas
young adults took advantage of both manipulations. Second, old but not young adults benefited from a slower pre-
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sentation rate to reduce false recall (Table 1). Third, as
shown in Figure 1, young adults used warnings in conjunction with practice to virtually eliminate false recall by the
second trial.
Repeated Study–Test Trials, Aging, and
False Memories in the DRM Paradigm
An activation-monitoringframework of aging and false
memories rests on the assumption that spreading activation in underlying associative networks of old adults is relatively intact, as evidenced by their robust semantic priming effects (e.g., see Balota, Watson, Duchek, & Ferraro,
1999). However, there may be age-related breakdowns in
spontaneous, self-initiated source monitoring (Johnson
et al., 1993). Specifically, old adults may have difficulty
spontaneously distinguishing between the presentation of
words and their own thoughts at encoding, particularly for
highly activated critical words in the DRM paradigm. Furthermore, once an item has been recalled, old adults may
not discriminate between information that arises from study
episodes and information that arises from test trials. Hence,
in studies that use repeated study–test trials, old adults may
use their own recall or recognition performance as an additional opportunity to encode critical words. In contrast,
young adults may use repeated study–test trials to verify
what is presented and what is strongly associated but not
presented, gradually improving their veridical recall while
concurrently diminishing their false recall with practice.
Practice might be an effective way to reduce false memories in old adults if the intervening memory tests were
removed. That is, without intervening tests, old adults may
be less likely to confuse their own output of critical words
with actual study episodes. Consistent with this prediction,
Budson et al. (2002) found that old adults who received
five study trials and a final memory test without intervening tests reduced, but did not eliminate, false recognition
of critical words relative to a control group of old adults
who received only a single study trial and a final test. This
reduction may also be due in part to Budson et al.’s use of
different orienting instructions for each of the five study
sessions (e.g., attending to the sound or appearance of the
associates).
Warnings, Aging, and
False Memories in the DRM Paradigm
A warning manipulation explicitly instructs participants that DRM lists are designed to converge upon nonpresented critical words with the intent of eliciting false
memories. Unlike repeated study–test trials, where participants must discriminate between studied words and critical words spontaneously, warnings are experimenter provided. As suggested by Gallo et al. (1997), warnings may
encourage participants to monitor and prevent the initial
output of some critical words by tagging them as “not presented” during study. To the extent that old adults have
deficits in self-initiatedsource monitoring,one might expect
old adults to benefit from detailed, experimenter-provided
warnings at encoding. Consistent with this idea, as shown
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in Figure 1, old adults used the warning to reduce false recall (.23) as much, if not more, than young adults (.14) on
the first trial. In fact, warned young and old adults had
roughly equivalent false recall probabilities on the first
trial (>.26), even though these two groups varied considerably in their veridical recall (.34 vs. .23, respectively).
Hence, the results of the present study extend the recognition findings of McCabe and Smith (2002) by demonstrating that old adults can also use warnings to reduce
false recall in the DRM paradigm. Moreover, these findings cannot be attributed to a criterion shift, because veridical recall was relatively unaffected by the presence of the
warning for both age groups (though veridical recall actually increased slightly across the last few study–test trials
for warned old adults). Within Craik’s (1986) contextual/
environmental support framework of age-related memory
decline, the present results suggest that warnings provide
old adults with better contextual support than repeated
study–test trials to help guide memory processing and to
avoid false memories in the DRM paradigm.

sentation rates (2,000 vs. 4,000 msec/word) to investigate
false recognition than we used to investigate false recall
(1,250 vs. 2,500 msec/word). The range used by McCabe
and Smith may not have been optimal to observe age differences in the developmental time course of controlled
processing. Third, comparable effects of presentation rate
were observed for young and old adults in both false recall
of critical words and noncritical word intrusions. Specifically, there were fewer intrusions for old adultswith the slow
relative to the fast rate, but there was no effect of this manipulation on young adult intrusions. One might argue that
this pattern of memory performance across critical word
false recall and intrusions represents a criterion shift for
the old adults (i.e., more conservative responding, in general, for slow relative to fast presentation rates). However,
caution is warranted in interpreting these intrusion data,
since the mean raw number of intrusions for young (.84
items/test) and old (1.79 items/test) adults collapsed across
the other independent variables was quite low given that
participants studied a 60-item word list at encoding.

Presentation Rate, Aging, and
False Memories in the DRM Paradigm
As shown in Table 1, old adult false recall decreased
from .47 to .22 with fast (1,250 msec/word) relative to slow
(2,500 msec/word) presentation rates, whereas young
adult false recall was not influenced by this manipulation
(>.21 for both rates). These results provide additional
support for the idea that old adults can successfully reduce
the likelihood of false memories for critical words in the
DRM paradigm when given sufficient time to monitor the
source of information. According to a general slowing
framework of cognitive aging (Salthouse, 1996), young
and old adults should perform similarly on cognitive tasks
after age differences in processing speed have been adjusted
for. However, it is noteworthy that even in the slow presentation condition, old adults did not decrease their false recall across repeated study–test trials. Furthermore, old adults
were able to reduce false recall with warnings, independent
of presentation rate.
There are three other important points to note about
these presentation rate results. First, young adults did not
reduce false recall with this rate manipulation. However,
McDermott and Watson (2001) have shown that young
adult false recall in the DRM paradigm rises and falls with
increasing presentation durations of 20, 250, 1,000, 3,000,
and 5,000 msec (also see Gallo & Roediger, 2002). Had
we used a fuller range of presentation rates in the present
study, it is likely that we would have observed both an increase and a decrease in false recall in our young adults.
More importantly, as demonstrated by the results in Table 1,
the optimal range of presentation rates for observing effects on false recall appears to be different for young and
old adults. Second, these presentation rate results extend
the recognition findings of McCabe and Smith (2002).
Specifically, McCabe and Smith did not observe an effect
of presentation rate on false recognition for old adults.
However, McCabe and Smith used a different range of pre-

Combined Effects of Practice and Warnings
on False Memories in Young and Old Adults
The present study is the first to address the combined
influence of warnings and practice in the DRM paradigm.
Repeated study–test trials may require spontaneous, selfinitiated source monitoring,whereas experimenter-provided
warnings explicitly instruct participants that DRM lists are
designed to converge upon nonpresented critical words.
However, the overarching goal of both manipulations is to
monitor and systematically attenuate memory errors. In
this light, it is interesting that young adults used practice
in conjunction with warnings to virtually eliminate false
recall by the second trial, whereas these two manipulations
did not produce a combined effect for old adults. Specifically, as shown in Figure 1, veridical recall was equivalent
on the second study trial in the warning and no-warning
conditions for young adults (.56), whereas false recall approached floor levels (.07) when young adults were given a
warning (relative to false recall of .31 without a warning).
Although old adult false recall was initially reduced with
a warning on Study–Test Trial 1 for both the fast and slow
presentation rates, it remained relatively constant across
the five study–test trials (>.25).
Within a source-monitoring framework (see Johnson
et al., 1993), warnings may encourage participants to direct their attention to nonsemantic, perceptual dimensions
of the studied associates (e.g., orthography and phonology) in order to discriminate between what has been presented and what has merely been activated by the associative list context. As such, both young and old adults may
benefit initially from warnings, with perhaps a larger benefit for old adults (who may be more susceptible to the illusion under standard learning conditions without warnings due to age-related breakdowns in self-initiated source
monitoring). However, once a critical word has been output on the first test trial and has accumulated a source of
perceptual information, as shown in Figure 1, old adults

FALSE RECALL IN THE DRM PARADIGM
appear to have difficulty discriminating between studied
words and nonpresented critical words. In contrast, warned
young adults can spontaneously discount the perceptual
support for critical words provided by their own output in
favor of the perceptual information provided by additional
study episodes. Hence, young adults can use warnings in
conjunction with practice to virtually eliminate the robust
false memories typically observed with associative lists in
the DRM paradigm.
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